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Overview

• Different types of problems

• Matching different types of social entrepreneurship to 

problem types

• Mapping a solution ecosystem

• Identify impact gaps

• Developing a theory of change



DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROBLEMS



Simple Problems



Simple Problems

• Have clear cause and effect relationships which enable:
– a right answer to be determined, 
– a standardised ‘best practice’ solution to be developed, and 
– command and control management to be effective 



Addressing Simple Problems

• Like following a recipe
• Initiatives which address simple problems are capable of 

replication in other contexts: by following the recipe

https://www.woolworths.com.au/shop/recipedetail/8036/basic-biscuits



Complicated Problems



Complicated Problems

• Have clear cause and effect relationships, but many more 
parts than simple problems

• Because of their many parts 
– they can have a number of right answers and therefore can be 

addressed through  ‘good practice’ rather than best practice
– not everyone can see the right answers and therefore require experts 

to find solutions by investigating different options 

• The parts don’t change the nature of each other, they do not 
adapt



Addressing Complicated Problems

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gemini_Spacecraft_Equipment_Arrangement.png

• Follow the blueprint
• Initiatives which address complicated problems are capable of 

replication in other contexts: by following the blueprint



Addressing Complicated Problems



Addressing Simple and Complicated Problems

• Develop initiatives

– ‘an initiative is defined as a coherent set of actions, activities or 
interventions that are linked to an ultimate goal and one or more 
policy or programme objectives and have certain resources (human, 
financial, material) to meet the objectives and contribute to the 
achievement of the goal’

Dal Poz et al., 2015, p. 4



Complex Problems



Complex Problems

• There are not clear relationships between cause and effect: 
they are multi-causal

• They have many interdependent elements/parts
• The parts change each other – they adapt
• The problem is constantly changing
• They do not have a right answer



Addressing Complex Problems

• Been likened to ‘raising a child’
• Need to focus on the whole system
• No recipe or blueprint
• Initiatives for addressing complex problems are not replicable

https://www.livescience.com/17031-penn-state-child-abuse-eyewitness-psychology.html



http://2mchworld.tumblr.com/post/106705119180/steampu
nktendencies-mechanical-wolf-by-andrew



Wicked Problems



Characteristics of Wicked Problems

• Multi-causal
• Many interdependencies
• Different stakeholders have a different understanding of what the 

problem is and they therefore have conflicting goals
• No clear solution
• Attempts to address them often leads to unforeseen consequences 

due to their multi-causality and interdependency
• They adapt
• They are context specific

Australian Public Service Commission, 2007



Examples of Wicked Problems



Obesity System Influence Diagram

http://www.shiftn.com/obesity/Full-Map.html

http://www.shiftn.com/obesity/Full-Map.html


Addressing Complex and Wicked Problems
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Need Strong Initiatives

Community 
Garden



What Wicked Problems are people involved with in the 
City of Onkaparinga?

• Wicked Problem Characteristics:
– Multi-causal
– Many interdependencies
– Different stakeholders have a different understanding of what the 

problem is and they therefore have conflicting goals
– No clear solution
– Attempts to address them often leads to unforeseen consequences 

due to their multi-causality and interdependency
– They adapt
– They are context specific

Australian Public Service Commission, 2007



MATCHING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP TO 
PROBLEM TYPES



Social Entrepreneurship Approaches

• Complexity approach

• Social innovation school
• Social enterprise school
• Participatory governance approach
• Community building approach

Initiatives

Transition Systems



Key Features of the Complexity 
Approach



Obesity System Influence Diagram

http://www.shiftn.com/obesity/Full-Map.html



Transitioning All Initiatives 
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Key Features of the
Social Enterprise School Approach



Social Enterprise School

Ed Skloot





Social Entrepreneurship Driving Forces

• Decreasing public funds available for non-profits
• The recognition that you cannot service people out of 

poverty; job creation, economic development and access to 
markets is required to overcome poverty 

Emerson and Twersky, 1996



Key Features of the
Participatory Governance Approach



Mainland Europe

• the concepts of social entrepreneurship and social enterprise:
– derive from a collective tradition whereby co-operatives are the dominant 

organisational form.

• the term ‘‘social’’ initially referred to a collective organisational form

Teasdale, 2011

• Considers social enterprises to generally consist of the following types:
– associations, 
– co-operatives, 
– mutual organisations, and 
– foundations 

Hoogendoorn et al., 2010



"EMergence des Enterprises Sociales en Europe"



Distinguishing Criteria

Defourny, 2013



Key Features of the
Community Building Approach





Features of Community Building Approach

• In the United Kingdom
– key driver behind the introduction of social entrepreneurship

• the need to modernise the welfare system
Leadbeater, 1997, p. 16

– social enterprise positioned as a tool to combat market failure and 
regenerate deprived areas 
• in line with government policy of the late 1990s

Teasdale, 2011

– social entrepreneurs often seen as attempting to regenerate their 
locality, estate or neighbourhood

Leadbeater, 1997, p. 11



UK Social Entrepreneur

• ‘Andrew Mawson has created a thriving centre in Bromley-by-
Bow from a church that was on its knees a decade ago.’

Leadbeater, 1997, p. 11

http://amawsonpartnerships.com/



Bromley by Bow Centre

The Bromley by Bow Centre in 
the East End of London began 
life in 1984 when a small 
church congregation opened 
its neglected buildings to the 
local community. 

It went on to create 60 health 
promoting projects that were 
run each week from the 
Centre that imaginatively 
integrated the arts, health 
care, education, the 
environment, enterprise and 
community care. 

http://www.wyattmaclaren.com/?p=450

Catford, 1998



• ‘Social entrepreneurs are leaders 
committed to transforming their 
communities by using innovative 
and dynamic approaches and 
working in alliances across the 
public, private and not-for-profit 
sectors.  Just as business 
entrepreneurs are critical to areas 
such as industry and technology, 
social entrepreneurs are critical to 
areas of human need such as 
revitalising communities, 
employment, young people, the 
environment and health.  They 
combine vision and creativity with 
the ability to focus on the concrete 
and practical steps needed to 
bring about changes in society.’

Reference Group on Welfare Reform, 2000, p. 50



Key Features of the
Social Innovation School Approach



Social Innovation School Social Entrepreneurs

• Address society’s most pressing social problems
Elkington and Hartigan, 2008; Leadbeater, 1997

• Innovations attack underlying causes of problems 
Dees and Anderson, 2003; Drayton, 2002; Dees, 1998

• Spread their impact throughout society
Ashoka, 2007; Leviner et. al., 2006

• Develop a strong theory of change
Gutierrez and Tasse, 2007, p. 52; Bradach, 2003, p. 21 



Bill Drayton



‘Individuals with innovative solutions to society’s most pressing problems’
Ashoka, n.d.

Social Entrepreneurs



Obesity System Influence Diagram



Problem with the Social Innovation School

http://www.shiftn.com/obesity/Full-Map.html



Initiative Social Entrepreneurship Approaches 

• Social Innovation School
• Social Enterprise School 
• Participatory Governance Approach
• Community Building approach



Addressing Complicated Problems



Obesity System Influence Diagram



Activity

• Do you have knowledge of a number of initiatives that are 
addressing one specific wicked problem in the City of 
Onkaparinga ?

• Self-organise into groups



Mapping a Solution Ecosystem



Solution Ecosystem

• A solution ecosystem for a geographical community, consists of all the 
initiatives, and the organisations partnering  on those initiatives, that 
are addressing the interdependent causal factors that underpin a 
specific wicked problem in that community.  

Eggers and Muoio, 2015



Solution Ecosystem
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Framing a Problem Ecosystem

Food Availability Food Access

Food Utilization Food Sustainability

Food Insecurity in 
the City of Ashville

Example: 



Mapping the Solution Ecosystem

• Secondary information
• Primary information



Activity

• Determine the boundary of your solution ecosystem
• Write on post-it notes existing initiatives within your solution 

ecosystem boundary
• Group initiatives together in subsystems.



Identifying Impact Gaps



Impact Gaps

• Overlooked areas, missing interventions, or opportunities for 
increased learning and positive change. 

Papi-Thornton, 2016, p. 69



Activity

• Identify gaps in your solution ecosystem.

• By addressing these gaps the initiatives of social 
entrepreneurs can play a vital role in addressing wicked 
problems.



Developing a Theory of Change



Theory of Change

• A product and a process

– Product: visual diagram

– Process:  initiative design & ongoing

Vogel 2012

• Many approaches



NESTA, n.d.



The Open University, n.d.



The Open University, n.d.



Activity

• Develop a theory of change for an initiative to fill a gap in your 
solution ecosystem.


